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UOP Students Organize Protest

• King Incident Causes major

By Robert Ye las
News Editor

Students Say Athletics Should Suffer Before Academics

March 3rd marked the I year
anniversary date of the Rodney King
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Ming. One year ago, an amateur
tairararaanvideotaped 3Los Angeles
fticeDeparfrnentof ficcrs hi tting and
kicking King during the late-night
. According to die officers
was resisting arrest and was
Miinathreateatingmanner. Despite
ibis claim, the 3 officers as well as a
seigeMwho w^ched the beting were
iaterchargedwithassaultandexccssive
force. AsarcsuKoftheircadcntanew
police chief is being named.
• Smlthosonian Houses The OSS
Warrington- The Smithsonian
AirandSpace Museum Isdisplaying
"Star Trek: The Exhibition," which
opened last Friday and runs through
Sept. 7th. This popular icon
incorporates overeig!u \ pRjpps. Some
aid even a reconstructed transporter
can be seen. Victors can.even sit in
Capt lames T. Kirk'schair and see a
Klir^onbatie cruiser.
•Relationship On the Rocks- Birth
Order May Be The Culprit
Dr. Kevin Lehman's latest work,
"Were You Bom For Each Other? A
Birth Order Guide to Relationships",
; states the rootof marriage tiffsmay be.
a result of when you were bom.
According to Lehman, if you are fitst
bom, you should marry a last bom.
Reason being is the characteristically
flamboyant last bom is compatible
with the prim and proper first bor&f
The worst tiling one can do for a
relahonshipismarTyingsomeone who
isthesamettnhorderasyou. Leftgarm I
' eves that it only multiplies each
°therL weakness
Cocaine and Heroin Sales Rise
WashingtonThe
State
department reports a dramatic rise of
&2 percent in cocaine sales in the
ChitedStates. EvehtteWghsl
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^ American students, the
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% the flag, Alpha Kappa
m it See front page story
' ASUOP Presidential
Qualified
Milan Thomas, candidate for
AsG0P President, was found in
violation of election rules by the
jxStreeof
^ ASUOP Senate.
^^ttedefetand'
of Selection shouldbejmownngd
See page two for

Last Monday about twenty students
congregated outside the president's
office to voice their opinions and
demonstrate just how upset they were
with the administration's allocation of
Universty funds.
Budget cuts, employee layoffs and
struggling academic departments seem
to be the topics for discussion these days
at the University of the Pacific.
Many students are upset that the
quality of education at UOP may be
slacking with too much emphasis on
athletics.This was the complaint of many
UOP students at Monday's
demonstration including Donavan
MacLeod, president of the Conservatory
of Music Student Senate, who organized
the student protest demanding that the
University's budget be made public in
order for students to see for themselves,
the distribution of money.
The Conservatory students who were
on hand at the demonstration supported
MacLeods's argument that too much
emphasis has been put on athletics and
not academies.
"Sure we have a Division I athletic
department, but do we have a Division I

library!"shouted student JohnSeabreeze
to onlooking football players and
cheerleaders. "Would you rather have
athletic excellence or academic
excellence?" asked Seabreeze of the
onlooking students. Responses varied
from "Way to go John!" to "Eh?"
A letter sent to President Atchley
from the Conservatory Senate weeks
ago requested the University's budget
be open for students to look at.
MacLeod as well as other angered
students made accusations that the
University's largest financial burden is
the athletic department, specifically the
football team.
Atchley failed to respond to
MacLeod's request, but reacted by
saying MacLeod's accusations were
incorrect.
Conservatory student, Luana
Bramaham, says she wants to know
precisely what is included in the budget.
"If the .University is laying off 100
Physical Plant workers, making cuts in
academics, freezing faculty salaries and
reducing their benefits, then I'd really
like to know where all the money is
going," says Bramham.
According to information given to
The Pacifican by G. Michael Goins,
Vice President for Finance, athletic

expenses and net University support
have increased from $1,811,685 in 1990
to $1,954,307 in 1992, an increase of 7.9
percent Academic expenditures are
being cut eight percent across the board.
The Conservatory Senate refuses to
be neglected. "We won't stand for any
budget cuts until after the football
program has been shut down and his
administrative staff cut or until he
[Atchley] can show us that this is not
wherethebulkofthebudgetis allocated,"
says MacLeod.
President Atchley says such a
comprehensivebudgetexists, yet Goins
says it does not. Both were unavailable
to comment upon the discrepancy, says
MacLeod.
"Our ultimate goal is to make sure
the administration responds to student
concerns," says MacLeod. "UOP is an
academic institution. Ifthey'regoingto
cut something, they better cut athletics
before academics."
So far, the Conservatory Senate is
leading thebandwagonandencouraging
the other constituencies to become
involved and voice their opinions.
ASUOP, UOP's student government,
met last week and established a special
committee to investigate the University's
comprehensive budget, or lack of.

Student activist Donovan MacLeod sits on the doorsteps of the President's Office.

Faculty Thrown For A Loop
Bittnerness between faculty and administration lingers as
professors try to determine the legality of sudden cutback
announcement
By Jennifer Razor
Staff Writer

"I agree with the President's
desires to accomplish reaching abetter
financial status than at which we are
The controversial decision to now," says Hanyack, "However I
reduce faculty pension plans has strongly disagree with the means and
drawn criticism since it was goals of going about using the faculty."
Hanyack also believes that the faculty
announced last fall.
The changes brought questions and the President are in agreement
among the faculty first on Nov. 27, with each other in the sense that they
1991 when the decision came as a want to work together in making the
University solid financially and also
surprise.
"The President had been talking be able to provide a good education
M about the financial problem since for students, "That is the beauty of a
£ September, but never at any time did University," says Hanyack.
The teachers aren't the only ones
J he [President Atchley] mention
<2 anything to anybody [faculty on campus that are upset, many
•^members] about pensions," says students have showed concern for the
faculty and their well being.
g Gwenn Browne a faculty member.
Kristen Bender, Sophomore, is
The faculty, in dismay, then tried
- , . . n i Q f t h e C o n f e d e rate flag was shunned bythe administration as well as students.
to explore the question as to whether questioning whether the cut backs are
or not this cut was legal. To make this legitimate, "Considering that we pay
change in accord with section 4:17.1, so much to attend UOP, I don't
"Declaration of Financial Exigency" understand where all the money is
current brothers came to the conclusion meaning the flag holds—mainly as a in the Operations Manual and going?"
Other student's concerns focus on
Handbook for Academic Personnel,
at a meeting 2 years ago that the flag symbol of white supremacy.
how
much our professors are willing
also
known
as
'The
Orange
Book."
According to Archania President
would not be flown indefinitely and
to
go
out of their way to make sure the
The
first
paragraph
states,
"The
couldbeutilizedforspecialevents within Greg Vandam, the flag is a symbol of
students
get a good education; Joshua
Despite controversy in the past foe
the house. They were not to fly the flag Archania's history and tradition and it President may declare that a financial
Neely,
Sophomore,
is one of these
Men of Archania fraternity hoisted the
was by no means meant to represent exigency exists, and that all available
period says Atchley.
Corfed
"I think they misinterpreted what slavery or any negative aspect of the means for the reduction of students.
"There are many professors on
iste
fU0P
^
°
meantceremonial and thought they could South. Vandam also pointed out that is expenditures other than salaries and
this
campus that are committed to the
benefits
have
been
investigated
and,
fly the flag outside," says Atchley. "The was the Men of Archania who last
students
and go out on a limb for their
next thing I knew channel 10 had been semester helped fund Dr. Khallid where reasonable, have been used,
aJ^S"°wasflyingtheflagmtionor
students,
now they are getting the
Muhammad's visit to UOP, a but may do so only after attempting to
called."
dirty end of the stick."
of Bid day, the ceremonial day when
The following morning UOP's controversial black speaker and special obtain the concurrence of a faculty
President Atchley has given no
es
M
committee."
new pledg «
° f African American Student Union assistant to Nation of Islamleader Louis
fraternity- About forty-five minutes after (AASU) was at Archania's door-step, Farrakhan.
Brown and Robert Hanyack, two comment on the situation. But rancor
Sigoftheflag.Presi(len.AtcWey
"Our house is rich in tradition of faculty members, who are not remains among faculty members, and
furious with their display of the
landed that it be taken down Confederate flag. AASU reiterated to which we like to practice," says Edward remaining anonymous, claim that the feeling will persist until
reminding the Men of Archanta about channel 10 reporters that they were Sickel, an Archania brother. "The flag none of the faculty was told there was administration and the faculty come
going to be a cut back until Nov. 27. to an agreement.
the pact theymade withhim 2 yearsago. deeply offended by the underlying (See Flag, back page)
Atchley said Archania alumm and

Frat's Flag Raises Eyebrows
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Candidate Thomas Disqualified
InMonday'sdecisionbytheASUOP
(Associated Students of the University
of the Pacific) Senate Elections and
Bylaws Committee, Student Body
Presidential Candidate Milan Thomas
was disqualified.
On the first day of voting,
Wednesday, Feb. 26, for a period of one
and one-half hours, five to six members
of Thomas' fraternity actively
campaigned at the McCaffrey center
polling booth, violating section 6.14 of
ASUOP Election Code By-laws which
states, "There may be no campaigning
within 100 feet of a polling place
whatsoever."
The members of Thomas' fraternity
were informed by the ASUOP Speaker
of the Senate that if they continued to
campaign next to the polling booth,
Thomas could be disqualified. The
statement of the Speaker of the Senate
was ignored and active campaigning
continued.
The five voting members and one

non-voting chair of the Election and
Bylaws committee are ASUOPSenators
whose duties are outlined in the ASUOP
Election Code Bylaws. The Bylaws
stipulate that the Election and bylaws
Committee of the ASUOP Senate per
section 3.29 is to "provide an
interpretation of any of the Election
Code Bylaws upon request of anyone.
This interpretation is subject to review
by the ASUOP Judicial Council and the
ASUOP Senate.
In a hearing Monday, March 2, the
Election and Bylaws committee
examined written testimony from several
witnesses, including one of the poll
sitters.
The Committee's decision was based
on the written testimony and the
Committee's interpretation of the
Bylaws. All candidates had signed an
agreement at the outset of the election
which stated that they had read and
understood the Election Code Bylaws,
and that any violation for which a fine is

Long Range University
Planning Addressed
By John Seabreeze
Opinion Editor
"The future of the University is
now in your hands," was the charge
President Bill Atchley gave to sixty
members of the University's Strategic
Planning Council gathered last
Saturday.
Faculty, students,
administration, staff and regents all
came together for an orientation
meeting to form committees which
will develop long-range plans for
eleven different areas of the
University.
Gary Quehl,the University's senior
consultant, calls the need to plan for
our future "crucial to the strategic
spot UOP has in the highly competitive
[education] environment."
In response to the WASC selfstudy and visiting team report
recommendations, the council was
created by Atchley and Academic Vice
President Joe Subbiondo. The council
is lead by a working committee whose
task it is to coordinate and compile the
reports each of the eleven area
committees develop.
The eleven areas being examined
by thecouncil are academic programs,
financial resources, institutional
marketing
and
enrollment
management, student life and cocurricular activities, athletics, library
and information systems, faculty and
staff development, community
involvement, cultural diversity and
the external environment.
Subbiondo believes that individual
departments and schools have been
planning in some of these areas for
years, but admits "it has never been
brought together like this."
Atchley calls the effort a
partnership; a partnership that must
be willing to make sacrifices. "The
University needs must be put above
any of our individual (department)
needs if we are going to succeed as an
educational institution," Atchley
added.
The orientation meeting began with
Atchley and Subbiondo welcoming
and charging the members of the

I

council to look at where UOP is going
and how we are going to get their
stably.
Senior consultant Quehl and
associate professor of management
John Blasingame then presented to
the group what is and what is not
strategic planning. Blasingame
defined it as a process by which an
organization envisions its future and
develops the necessary procedures and
operations to achieve that future."
Quehl warned the group not to think
of it as a quick and dirty process, but
as an "ongoing process that involves
everybody and everything."
Horace Fleming, executive vice
president, provided the group with an
enlightening presentation on the
importance of the University's
external environment. "Without
taking itintoconsideration," Fleming
stated, "the plans we develop will not
meet our real needs."
Fleming also announced that the
University is applying for a $2 million
Title III grant from the federal
government to "improve academic
excellence." The process of applying
for the grant parallels the council's
development of long-range plans.
The afternoon was filled with the
eleven individual area committees
meeting to discuss the challenges
ahead and how they each would
proceed. Each committee wasallowed
to develop its own agenda with only
the direction of the vision statement
and some essential principles
developed by the working committee.
During the next few months, each
committee will be meeting to develop
goals and objectives for long-range
planning purposes of the University.
Most of these meetings will be open to
the University community. For
information on meeting times for these
area committees, contact the
Academic Vice President's office at
946-2551.
Each area committee needs more
students. To get involved on a
committee, contact Danielle Rose,
executive affairs director for ASUOP,
at 946-2233.

not the specified penalty, may result in
disqualification.
Tuesday, March 3 at 2:20 p.m.
Thomas asked thecurrent Student Body
President to convene the five member
ASUOP Judicial Council which
functions as the "Supreme Court" of
ASUOP. He is exercising the right
granted in section 11.2 of the ASUOP
Election Code Bylaws which states that
"Any concerned person or party
dissatisfied with the implementation of
the election may bring their concerns to
the ASUOP Judiciary." A hearing date
has not yet been set
The resultsoftheelection were tallied
on Tuesday, March 3 at 5 p.m. They are
as follows: 669 students voted. Thomas
received 329 votes to his opponent's
275, a 54 vote difference.
If thiselection is deemed valid by the
ASUOP Judicial Council, a runoff
election would follow, since neither
candidate received 50 percent plus one
of the votes.
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General Teamsters Local No. 439 is
still fighting the University ofthe Pacific
in hopes of saving the jobs of all
University physical plant wotkets.
Members of the union and UOP
administration met again on February
26th to continue bargaining over the
effects that the decision to sub-contract
would have upon the employees.
According to Secretary-Treasurer of
Teamstere No. 439, Pat Miraglio, the
meeting mostly evolved around issues
discussed at previous meetings. "We
(Teamsters) reiterated our demands and
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By Monica Yadegar
Senior Staff Writer
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the decision is implemented. It'll be at,
economic picket around the campus;
said Miraglio.
Although the contract that currently
jyJoeTEnos
exists between the maintenance anil
staff
Writer
service personnel and the
contractorthe University will select and doesn'tallow for employee strikes, this
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England,
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Miraglio.
Currently there are 4 employees of to show their support for the physics! about England. I I
Servicemaster in managerial positions plant workers to attend the demonstrate flashbacks when tl
on campus. Accordingto Miraglio, UOP outside of the President's house. Foi "English". I write tc
brought Servicemaster in to manage more information or questions, contact whenever they write
approximately 3 years ago. UOP's Bryon Hisel, Shop Representative to do I describe one oi
Director of Physical Plant Joe Kirim, Teamsters No. 439, at 463-7259 or stand out when the a
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For more information, contact Cathy
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said.
No decision has been reached as to
which vendor will be chosen as the sub
contractor says Goins. The press release
stated, "It is anticipated that a decision
should be reached this week over which

Food Drive Continues

Seniors Awarded

University of the Pacific
Office of Information Technology

T

Now Accepting Applications

Applications for Computer Lab Technical Assistants for 1992 Summer
and Fan semesters are now being accepted. There are 25 to 30
positions available In the Main Lab. Hand Hall Lab, and South
SoS« 4K Ih® P°sltlon encompasses helping students, faculty.
and Macintosh hardware and software In the labs.
u/?x l ? L
n
Work study eligibility will be a plus.
Technoioav fwh lh®i app,l';cltlons at the Office of Information
Technology, which Is located next to the Main Lab.
The position requires the following qualifications:
Full time student
Have a 2.5 GPA or better
Kn^HCl<9r0,Td ln IBM and/or Macintosh
know «rt^ of WordPerfect and Lotus for the IBM and/or
Good^vmm ^°rd and Excel for the Macintosh
Good communication skills
Enjoy working with people
Must be responsible, dependable, and enthusiastic

Applications must he mtnmnd hv

A DREAM VACATION TO HAWAII
There is no other product to purchase and there is
no charge for this special certificate. We will how
ever limit the number of certificates to be Issued in
this market to those that respond within 72 hours of
the publication date of this ad. The reason for this
special offer is that we wish to test the drawing
powar of this type of advertising and Inform you of
our special travel programs.

(510) 820 3733
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
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PREGNANT? SCARED?'
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Mr[fC,h97 1009

FRED

(See COP, back page)

FREE • FREE • FREE *

CALL NOW!

Workers Plan Demonstration, Seek
i'ir that,"

UOP's VicePresident of Finance, G.
Michael Goins, said the initial decision
to terminate the ninety-eight workers
and to contract out in order to save
$600,000 annually was reached when
the University "calculated study market
rates of the same jobs with what we are
paying now."
According to a press release from
UOP on Feb. 25th, the union had not
Come let your senses swing with the made any attempts to provide other
pulsating Taiko drum, vibrant people, suggestions as a solution. "For the last 3
and sovory, eithnic food. This Saturday monrns
months me
the university
University nas
has encourageu
encouraged
type of proposal
and Sunday, Californian activists, the union to offer any
J Jr
organizations, and artisans will be on for its consideration and to date none
Knoles Lawn from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. for have been forthcoming," the release
the Diversity Fair.
stated.
The groups involved in this eclectic
Miraglio said it is not the union's
event are numerous, and the Diversity place to make such proposals. "We've
Week staff needs your participation to told the University to offer us what it is
ensure a successful weekend.
thatthey want, if it's a $2 wage cut-back,
Diversity Week staffers are asking fine. We'll listen to the offers, discuss it
for volunteers to help man registration with our members and let them vote on
tables during the Diversity Fair. This is it Goins hasn't acknowledged this. It's
a uni que way to talk with these groups in
depth and tocontribute to the surrounding
community. For more information call
946-2444.
Students to Students, a group of
Students, faculty and the Stockton students organizing an emergency airlift
community are encouraged to experience of food and medical supplies to Russia,
the Diversity Fair and workshops in are encouraging the campus community
nearby Weber Hall. They are free and to get involved. A campus food drive
inspiring. Whether you want to find out competition will be launched on
aboutthe Muslim religion orjust want to Thursday, March 5th, noon-1 p.m. in the
dance to some Taiko drumming, this McCaffrey Center.
Saturday and Sunday will be fun for
All students, faculty and staff are
you, and with your participaton, this encouraged to form groups. The staff
festive combination of seminars and from BumsTower, the residents of Grace
colorful tables will be a feast for the Covell, the off-campus residents, and
intellect and for the heart. A copy of a the women of'Tri Delta are examples of
(See Diversity, back page)
groups that be formed. The group with
the most donations will receive a
chartered bus trip for forty people to
LakeTahoe, courtesy of Delta Bus Lines.
The College of the Pacific celebrated
Groups can register today from noonits Spring 1992 Convocation last 1 p.m. in the McCaffrey Center at the
Thursday by honoring seventeen Students to Students booth. A name,
outstanding seniors in the college. Most contact person and phone number must
departments of the college awarded a be provided for each group. After
graduating senior majoring in their registering, each group will receive a
department and 3 special awards were box for the donations.
also given.
If a group cannot register by this
TheStanley E.McCaffrey University afternoon, please call Cathy Caramucci
Service Award went to Michael Traina in University Relations at 946-2311,
forhis workon Diversity Week '92 and and she will make arrangements for the
in tutoring services. The Early group.
Undergraduate ScienceResearch Award
During the competition, each group
went to John Vickery for his dedicated is responsible fordelivering the collected
workinbiologicalscience research. And food to the University Relations Office,
three COP students were nominated to AndersonHall, second floor, onMonday,
the Who's Who Among Students in Wednesday orFriday, 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
American Colleges and Universities. A tally of the groups donations will be
They were Danielle Rose, Charlotte
Soeeberg, and Michael Traina.

AS A SPECIAL MARKETING TEST A MAJOR TRAVEL BROKER IS OFFERING I
EVERYONE WHO RESPONDS WITHIN 72 HOURS OF THIS PUBLICATION DATE. I

As a special marketing test, we will send to
each person a free vacation certificate valid
for a fabulous vacation to Honolulu, Hawaii,
This certificate entitles the user to receive 8
days and 7 nights of lodging for two people
and one free airline ticket, transfers, baggage
handling and all taxes. You need pay for only
one airline ticket at the regular coach prloe.

Physical Plant

FREE

PREGNANCY
TESTING

0 rastess

Dear Kristen,
Leaving Kenya and
now understand "Out
of Africa". Saw 16 ele
phants and three prides
of lion on the way to
Ngorongoro Crater.
Bringing photos to
prove. Dan, sports
anchor on the nightly
student news, and I
both thank you for
faxing the big game

score. He was psyched!

209-547-0255
CA FACILITY #390312275

ZW

j Way to go. You finally
finished your applica
tion. Love the essay
about India you f ax<red.
Semester at Sea will too
If you have questions
call them at 800-8540195.
Love,
Brian
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World on Wednesday
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Soviet Union Breakup
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By Monica Yadegar
Senior Staff writer
University of the Pacific Assistant
Professoroflntemational Studies, James
Derieth, was the speakerof theFebruary
World on Wednesday entitled"Breakup
of the Soviet Union: U.S. Dilemmas.
Derieth began his presentation by
first discussing the different states that
are now independents of the former
SovietUnioa He pointed outhardships
that exist within each and their attempts
to rise above their current conditions, he
then turned toRussia and its struggle to
statxlizeitseconomy and innerconflicts.
According to Derieth, the state within
whichRussiais inis such that,"acollapse
in the economy is eminent" Derieth
stated "theeconomy dropped 25 percent
last year. The unemployment rate is
rising and there has been a poor harvest
recently."
Outside of theeconomic conditions,
Russia is also facing political problems.
"Politically it's chaotic, There is no
consensus within the government for
the reforms that are taking place. The
vice president said that they are
economic genocide."
The political instability, according
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jielEnOS soaks up some English atomsphere as well as some English ale.

Tales From The Tube
ByJoeTEnos
Staff Writer
Where in the world do I begin?
England, I suppose...although I did
venture into a few other European spots
during my "life-changing experience."
[was in England for almost six months.
I wish that I was still there.. I dream
about England. I have deja-vu style
flashbacks when the weather is very
"English". I write to my British friends
whenever they write to me (often). How
do I describe one or two instances that
stand outwhen the adventure as a whole
is so prominent in my thoughts?
Once upon a time I went to France
with a British boy from Brighton with a
really bad attitude named Nick and an
American girl named Sarah who I
immediately dubbed "Worry" because
she was a stress case on a level never
before seen by human eyes. She once
began tocry on the way back home from
the grocery store on the bus. We were

heading back to Essex University in
Wivenhoe form the store in Colchester
and she just lost it By the time we were
done with our 15 minute ride she
couldn'trememberwhathadsetheroff.
This sort of outburst is common for
people of the "worry' variety she told
me.
How I digress!.
So Nick and Worry and I set upon
Paris—we rode there on the only cheap
and readily available transport—a tour
bus full of very loud Greek people who
were really into Ofra Haza for some
reason and sang up a steady storm for
three hours in the middle of the night
We sat in the back of the bus from hell
too scared to sleep and too traumatized
to do anything but stare. The first thing
we did in Paris was get lost. This was
something that would not be rectified
for the duration of our stay. The fifth
thing, after four times being lost, was
something all pretentious U OP students
can identify with. I wanted to get my

hair cut in Paris. I didn't need to. It was
a necessity. I was an American, a
Califomian at that, and those kinds of
people cuttheirhair inParis whenthey're
there. I don't speak a lick of French.
Neitherdid Worry.So—withhercrying,
Nick translated what we wanted these
women to do to us. I had an interesting
do by the time we left Paris. I also ate one
lump of cheese over the next two days
because I am not as wealthy as most
Califomians who probably find
themselves in a barber's chair in Paris!
Chapter two!
One day the boy from chapter one
decided to go to London, he packed up
his toothbrush and the girl that, to this
day, he's not sure if he was dating or not
(ah, England) and was off. It all comes
down to the moral of our story: Money.
Let's say that you have enough money
for lunch, dinner and a tube ride back to
the train station and you find yourself in
front of a whole string of London pubs
playing Seal and Dee-Lite and smiling
at you (don't be alarmed, my fond
daydreams of England often warp
inanimate objects into being facially
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expressive—you just have to know me).
Let's ask ourselves this question: do you
spend all of your money on lager and
blackcurrent or do you go back to your
icky (that is the most appropriate word)
hovel of a bed and not-breakfast and
sleep in bugs? I was responsible. Three
or four hours later I was enlisting
Karmjeet (girl's name in this story) to
sneak past the tube railing with me and
get on the bus for free so we can just get
the hell out of the streets of London
which are not particularly lovely at one
two members? Both are slalom
or two in the morning. (No—I don't By Clint Fleener
competitors. They come from a country
want any / No I don't want any).
Staff writer
in North Africa where most of the
For those of you who don't know
So you probably thought the populace can't even conceive of snow.
about tube stations—go to England. Just
realize that you cant go through the Olympics were a waste of time. The They road the bus to the events and if
tumy-roundy thing if you don't have a "world's greatest athletes" only took you caught them in the opening
ticket It's sortoflikeB.AJR.T. Anyway, home eleven medals. Even the hockey ceremony it was just the two of them in
a sea of Germans, Americans and
Karmjeet and I can't sneak through so team was mildly disappointing.
Strange, the most medals were won Europeans.
we buy child's tickets and they open the
They serve as their won trainers,
gate. They also make a little red sign by a newly unified Germany and and by
managers
and even as theirowncoaches.
light up and go "ding" really loud that a dismembered Soviet Union. It makes
You
have
to wonder what it's like to
says CHILD. I walked through looking an interesting caseforpolitical upheaval
train
as
hard
as you can in your own
as under-12 as I could for the first time and how it relates to the number of
noticing the "Wouldn't you rather pay medals a country can win in the country for 4 years and then be happy to
finish the race, much less finish 78th.
the60pthanhaveapolicerecord"notices Olympics.
So the good old US of A did not do as You know they are having some kind of
that adorn the tube station next to all of
the "WE have over lOOscreensto watch well as we would have liked them to. fun now that all this is over and done
Did you ever pause during the twenty- with.
you with" signs.
Gone is the hoopla overthe Jamaican
The large women who followed the four hour live triple cast stereo Turner
bobsled
team, gone is Eddie the Eagle;
boy and girl to the tubeentrance moved Network Olympics and check out what
GreatBritain'sloveable
if not overrated
very slow. HerTerminator-esque saunter some of the other countries were up to?
ski
jumper.
Take the Moroccans for instance.
was the stuff of nightmares.The boy and
Instead we got controversy about
Their
top competitor was 78th in the
girl fled at an amazing rate and immersed
Hershal Walker and the bobsled team
themselves in the crowd of late night giantslalom.Talkaboutunderdogs! You
and stories about the wild escapades of
commuters. The large woman leaned can bet the Moroccan team were
the playboy Italian skier AlbertoTomba.
back against the poster that was ripped celebrating like madmen after that
fie is a good skier but he is not that
and hanging on the left hand side. She fantastic finish. Orhow about the Senegal
Olympic team of which there were only interesting a guy.
(See England, backpage)
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to the vice president, is a result of the
state of the economy. "There are anti
democratic tendencies on the rise
because of the economy. There is also a
great restructuring of people's minds
because for seventy yearsthey were told
that wealth is bad."
According to Derieth, the success of
acapitalisticRussia depends greatly upon
the current president Boris N. Yeltsin.
"The biggest problem that exists is
indecisiveness. Gorbachev moved back
and forthinhisdecisions as the president.
If Yeltsin does that, he'll be finished."
Derieth pointed out that all these
things have led to closer relations with
the United States. "Yeltsin has done
everything we want Russia to do. In
foreign policy, the U.S. has been having
good years and these are due to Soviet/
Russian assistance."
As the battle to stand and depend on
itself continues in Russia, Derieth gave
some insight as to what the U.S. can do
to help. "We can't do a whole lot. We
can influence to some extent, but it's not
an over-night situation. We should
provide limited assistance to aid them.
What should guide us now is to take
advantage of the opportunity that Russia
is currently weak."
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and/or
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A Message To The Regents
The campus welcomes the University's Board of Regents this next
Tuesday as they meet together for 1 of their 4 meetings per year. During
this day-long gathering, many issues will be developed, examined and
resolved, including tuition increases, faculty and staff renumbering and
the future of many University programs.
The Board of Regents is made up of thirty-five members of the
community, local business leaders and prominent alumni. As a board,
they are responsible for the continued operation and integrity of the
University through hiring and supervising the President and designing
and approving policies that affect the entire University. Sometimes,
though, those policies do not accurately represent the needs of the
campus community.
In an attempt to further develop the agenda of the Regents to include
many of the issues that students, faculty and staff feel are important,The
Pacifican is presenting 8 questions for the Board to consider. We
encourage the Board to look into these questions and take a more active
role in their resolution.
Why has it taken the Atchley administration 4 years to realize the need
for strategic planning? TheWASCreport alerted us all to the drastic need
for it, but it was more than evident during the fall of 1987 when President
Atchley first noticed a lingering budget debt and declining enrollments.
We have made a smart move by beginning this process now, but are we
starting too late?
After years of accumulating a significant debt and with the size of our
current budget deficit, why has Atchley spent hundreds of thousands of
dollars in remodeling his office in Anderson Hall and making additions
to his campus home on President's Drive? While the rest of the campus
las suffered through significant cuts in staffing, supplies and services,
the President has increased his standard of living.
Why is the current Administration putting the University in legal
jeopardy through the firingofthePhysicalPlantemployeesandcontracting
out their work to Servicemaster? The University may be planning on
saving $600,000 from the contracting out, but when we lose in court, the
costs could be significantly more. Also, what about the "spirit of
kindness and gentleness .. . within our University community" that
Atchley spokeofinhis January l9891ettertotheUniversity? Is this spirit
shown in the firing of ninety-eight employees who have given so much
to our campus, some for more than twenty years?
With the University already paying such low salaries to our faculty
and staff, why has there been a drastic cut in benefits and a freeze in pay
increases? As stated in The Pacifican Dec. 6,1990, Atchley said, "we
will not turn our back on our plans to raise faculty and staff pay levels.
.." We are becoming at risk oflosing many current faculty members and
not being able to attract the best new faculty available.
Why does the library only receive $523,000 per year for library
materials and the net cost of the athletic department is well over $4
milhon?TheUniversity'svisionstatementspeaksofa"dedicationtothe
besrtraditions of teaching and scholarship" [emphasis ours], but it seems
absent when we look at this amazing inequality in allocation of resources.
Every student and faculty member needs to use a strong library. Do they
need such a "strong" athletic department? As reported inThe Pacifican
Nov. 7,1991, when Atchley was asked by a student why the University
continues to pay for the football team to stay in the Stockton Hilton and
dine at the luxurious Mallard's restaurant the night before each home
game, he replied, "That's just the way it's done." Need we say more?
ARA Dining Services continues to be under the supervision of the
President's office instead of under the Division of Student Life where it
should be. Should the University give the Office of ResidentialLife and
Housing the duty of overseeing the contract? The University hires
people in this office to look out for the best interests of the lives of our
students. We need someone who works everyday caring about student
well-being to administer this contract.
Why has the President gone beyond his Vice Presidents and preceded
to lay off employees invarious departments aroundcampusandrearranged
budgets to his pleasure? The Vice Presidents were hired to administer
their division of the University as best they can. The President needs to
allow them all to do their jobs the best that they can without undue
interference.
And why are faculty getting more frustrated, staff more scared and
students continuing to lose pride in theUniversity as every day goes by?
When Atchley anived on campus in the fall of 1987, he stated "I hope
to develop a relaxed atmosphere..." (The Pacifican, Sept.17,1987).
People who work here are scared. They will not speak out unless they
are powerful, tenured faculty; and then only some of them. Faculty
members speak in class constantly of the problems they see at the
University and their plans for leaving. This only causes students to
continue to lose pride in this fine institution. Look around and it is easy
to see this all going on.

The Pacifican encourages the Board of Regents to discuss these and
many more issues of similarimportance at their upcomingmeeting. We
hope that every member of the Board takes just a moment to think about
the questions asked above and also to listen to the adviceof the students,
faculty and staff who were willing to speak out in Pacific Talks shown
on the opposite page. And hopefully they will take it upon themselves
to resolve many of the problems that have developed during the past year
of the Atchley administration.
Editors note: The Pacifican has received several letters to the editor
without verifiable names and signatures. Wecannot print these letters. If
you want your letter published anonymously, we can do that. We will
guarantee your anonymity as long as we can verify who wrote the letter
before it goes to press. Thank you for understanding and keep writing
those letters!

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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their little sisters because they found
themselves treating their sisters as
"second-class citizens."
SAE lost its house and its little sister
program. It is the price they pay for "on
the edge" behavior. Phi Delta Theta and
AKLnolongerhavelitfiesistersbecause
of their national rules. National
fraternities dropped the programs
because of potential liabilities and now
they are jealous of the independents.
The nationals wish to acquire more
members, but they believe that the
fraternity with the more immediate
benefits is more attractive to the rushee.
I was a rushee, so I know this is not true.
The fact is the nationals are jealous
because the independents still have the
privilege they once held.
I like the mixture of wet rush and dry
rush. I went to SAE's dry theme party
and it was great I also attended Omega
Phi's theme party and they were well
prepared. Iliketheideaofbeingnational
just as much as I like the idea of having
little sisters. All the social fraternities at
UOP have different advantages and
disadvantages, that is what makes them
each unique.
UOP las a habit of acquiring a wide
variety of things,especially students. If
it prohibits wet rush and little sisters, I
willbe sorry thatleverchoseauniversity
with such short eyesight
Anonymous freshman

was most helpful. Professor Hewitt's
lecture-tour of the Persian Gulf since the
war during the World on Wednesday
lunch confirmed by own impressions of
the subject and broadened by outlook. I
also enjoyed meetingFran Abbott at the
Anderson Y where I received a hands on
look at the Y's involvement in the
community.
Quad Residence Director Sue Noble
arranged an evening conversation with
the residents of Jessie Ballantyne Hall
(See Glee, back page)

We must learn from the past
Rat and they say it was an awesome
place with great food. If it was so good,
why is it gone? I have also asked if
ARA'schangeshave made things better.
They say some were good but food
quality has gone down. Why were
changesmadethatreducedfood quality?
And where are those carts?
Now I know ARA is doing the best
that it can and I do not want to condemn
them because I cannot. There was a
committee set up by the University to
discuss all the changes that would be
made in the dining facilities years ago.
This thirteen member committee was
made up of students, faculty, staff,
student life, ARA, and and old dining
service rep. These people decided toget
(See Past, back page)
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A wonderful time at UOP

Dear Editor.
Lately I have been hearing a lot of
concern from students about the
termination of the Physical Plant
workers. Many people have said the
same thing that happened when the
University switched to ARA will happen
to physical plant.
Recently I obtained some old
Pacifican's. from1988. There are many
articlesonthe new dining service, ARA.
In these articles, thirteen changes are
listed that ARA would implement Out
of these thirteen, some have not
occurred. Wasn't the old Rathskeller
supposed to be remodeled and opened
into a patio? Where are the food carts
around campus for in between classes?
I have asked older students about the
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The uniqueness of fraternities

Dear Editor
I want to thank the Rev. Darnell
Thomas and the University of the Pacific
for hosting my week as minister in
residence Feb. 2nd-9th I enjoyed the
classes I attended and the discussions
with students, faculty and staff. I was
very impressed by the depthof character
and academic integrity of the people I
met
I attended challenging classes taught
by Professors Blaney, Mayne,Schamber
and Lutz. Vice President Curt Redden
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Dear Editor
I am writing to voice my opinion clean or mow yourlawn for a reception.
Why won't the finance catteropen
regarding the University and the Regents
their
books so that the union
decision to contract out all custodial,
representatives
can see if this will really
grounds and maintenance work on the
Stockton campus.
There are a lot of employees that
have a lot to lose. Some of these
there
employees have children attending on the Univmity." Why was-he to
then?
"tuition remission," some of who are
Why doesn't Atchley cut back on
finishing their education next year. To
some
of the vice presidents, high paid
some of these students this is the only
way that they can attend UOP. What is associates and secretaries? He could
going to happen to their last year at consolidate some departments and cut
down rather than fire one hundred
college?
Students and office workers, do you employees.
If the President and the Regents are
know what is going to happen in your
residence halls and offices? No more not stopped, there will be one hundred
every day cleaning. And when one of families looking for work or on welfare
your toilets, sinks or showers plug up or March 25th, 1992.
Wake up UOP students and faculty!
your heater or A/C needs repair, how
long do you think that itis going to take Please stand beside the physical plant
employees andhelpusfightforourjobs
for someone to fix it?
You
President Atchley, just because you - for the sake of the University.
have Joe Kirim's wife as your maid, think that food service suffered when
what will happen when the enrollment ARA came in, watch this time what will
drops and your salary has to be cut and happen to our beautiful campus.
A scared, concerned employee
your wife will have to cook and clean,

Dear Editor
In response to the article"Fraternities
Attempt to Ban Wet Rush and Little
Sister Program" (The Pacifican, Feb.
20,1992), I am writing to express my
concern. IbelievethattheGreeksystem
at UOP is wonderful. I am convinced
that all five of the social fraternities have
shown commendable behavior during
the previous semester. However, I am
getting impatient at the 3 nationals that
have united to prohibitlittie sisters at the
2 independents.
Omega Phi Alpha was once a
national. It now has privileges that it
once did not I believe that wet msh and
the little sister programs are two of these
privileges.
Archania, also an
independent,shares these privileges that
make these 2 fraternities unique.
Although, wet rush is a decision that the
University isgoing to make, whether or
not little sisters should exists should be
up to individual fraternity.
I have been to Archania. They treat
their little sisters with outstanding
respect I have also been to Omega Phi.
They may not even curse or swear in
front of a little sister. I cannot believe
that the 3 nationals find this to be like
sexual discrimination. When the 3
nationals had little sisters, not one of
them can honestly say they found their
acts to be degrading to women and not
one of them can say that they dropped

.
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PACIFIC TALKS

• What is an issue that you think the Board of Regents should address?"
Kristin Meinel
Senior

yco-

Communicative PisnrH^rc

futting a student on the Board to
^nt what the studentsreally need
jdnot what they think we need."

"Review the budget needs of the
football team and the charge for the
fitness center."

Honda Eaker

Cathy Hill
Senior
Business

Assistant Director
Emissions

Mark Howitson, Sophomore
Rick Carrigan, Senior
Political Science/History

Allie McHugh
Junior
Communication

Lori FitzGerald
Sophomore
International Studies

Derek Green
Junior
Business

"Clarify the issue regarding the vacant "The problem of the physical plant
fraternity house and proceed to make firings before the school getsinserious
a decision based on good faith."
legal trouble and falls apart."

"Faculty salaries need to be
increased."

"The ridiculously small size of the
computer store compared to the
availabilityoftheapplicationswehave
and the amount of business they do."

Dave Bauer
Senior
Engineering

Dawn Hassmann
Junior
Business

Ashraf Al-Qattan
Freshman
Pre-Dental

Tim Stevenson
College Pastor
Youth for Christ
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Sophomore

"ThefactthatourResidentAssistants "The problem of communication "Get a University Chaplain that
are theabsolutely lowest compensated restrictions between faculty, believes in God."
for their position in the entire state." administration and students."
Wendy DuShane
Freshman
Political Science

Chris Cook
Senior
Economics

Stefanie Chappell
Alumni
Pre-Law/Psychology

Bill Herrin
Associate Professor
Economics

"The unfairness of the physical plant "Why is there a charge for the student
layoffs."
fitness center?"

Robert Dash
Professor
Spanish

Jock McNeill
Senior
Business
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Runaway Radio into Spring
show from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Mondays,
a Reggae show on Fridays from 2 p.m.
to 4 pro., Sports Talk on Sundays from
In case you have not heard Pacific 6 pro. to 8 pro., and MASA which is a
has a new student run radio station on UOP issuesTalk Show on Sundays from
campus. It's call letters are KPAC and 8 pro. to 9 p.m. KPAC is also planning
it is set at 530 on the AM dial. KPAC, to broadcast remote from Billy Ehbert
which was started in the middle of last Field for Pacific Baseball, as well as
semester, is primarily an alternative rock from the McCaffery center every
'n* roll station, but is now kicking off Thursday from noon to 2 p.m.
KPAC is a student run radio station
some specialty shows.
The Mingle and Noidi show, starring and is here to offer students who are
Jake Minger and Tony Nordbeck can be interested in sports casting, comedy, or
heard on Wednesday from 8 p.m. to even DJing to get some hands on
midnight. The show features Captain experience. The station isopen for new
Sphincter and his side kick Colan, Disco ideasorsuggestions. Ifyou are interested
Library, and AmazingTrueNews. Other in radio or would just like to give a
specialty shows include a Heavy Metal suggestion you can call 946-2808.

By Jason Schouten
Guest Writer

uOP's Last Fraternity House Mom

M

others and fathers are
always complaining
abouthe responsibilities
of being parents. How about being a
mother to fifty guys living in the same
house?
That is the situation for Elinore
Pepper, Omega Phi Alpha's
housemother. Although she is the only
fraternity housemotheron campus, Mom
Pepper (as the brothers call her) has very
few complaints about her job.

Bom in Kansas City, Kansas, Pepper,
57, was raised in Pasadena and attended
college at UC Berkeley. There, she
majored in history with a minor in
By Sarah Grimes MJ). Musicology.
After graduation, Pepper went on to
attend variousstate universities in order
Q: Ihaveheardthattherehavebeensomecasesofchickenpoxoncampus. Can
to obtain her teaching degree. She then
you give me some information about this illness?
taughtinpublic schools forfifteen years.
In 1986, Pepper decided to move to
A: Chicken pox is caused by a virus called herpes varicella. The onset of the
Northern California to be near her 2
typical rash generally occurs 10-20daysafterexposure, with the average being 1213 days. The rash usually appears suddenly without preceding symptoms but may
be associated with a mild cold and fever. The appearance of the rash is often
described as a dewdrop on a rose petal. Lesions are heaviest on the torso with fewer
on the arms and legs. The blisters all break open and crustover within 10-21 days.
The treatment consists of fluids, control of itching with antihistamines, and
reduction of fever if present Antibiotics are not used unless skin lesions become
; infected.
Persons are considered infectious until all lesions are crusted over. Unfortunately,
chicken pox is highly contagious in those persons who have not previously been
exposed. Most students who develop chicken pox while at school can safely and
comfortably remain in isolation at the health center infirmary and continue studies
; in close proximity to the campus. There have been two documented cases of
J chicken pox in the past two weeks.
Remember to submit your questions for WHAT'S UP DOC? in the lobby at the
: Cowell Health Center.

What's Up Doc?

daughters, Nancy and Susan, who were
attending UOP and UC Davis. The
move depended on whether or not she
could find a job. Her daughter Nancy
was an Omega Phi little sister, and her
boyfriend was an OmegaPhi. It was his
idea to bring her up to be interviewed for
the position of housemother.
The previous housemother, Edith
PorterMoore,hadleftafew yearsearlier

after being with the house for thirty-five
years, and an interim housemother was
watching over the house.
After being interviewed by the house
and by the school, Pepper was chosen to
fill the positioa "I had worked with this
age group for 5 years, and those are the
qualifications that got me in here," said
Pepper.
Currently, along with her duties as a
house mother, Pepper is a teacher at
North Side Christian Academy, where
she teaches bible study during the day.
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"They went out of their w y
sure every need was taken care of.
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special?
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Although things
the* are times where the difference
between her background and theirs
"Brothers will ask me, 'Do you like
Coors?' jindiflsayno,then they assume
I like Bud," Pepper said, laughmg.
00
When I turn down a beer,
me like, 'You don't like beer?

CV

Mom Pepper has been with Omega
Phi since the fall of 1986, and hopes to
stay as long as the last housemother.
With her wonderful attitude and her
devotion to the house, it will be no
surprise if she does.

Motor Vehicle Theft
A white over red Ford Mustang convertible was taken from lot #7 (behind the
fraternities) sometime between Wednesday night and Thursday.

^
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Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.

Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you
";r

expect them to be. Which is why you should always pack your AT&T Calling Card.•

It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. It's the least

expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now,

you could also get 10% back

on all the long distance calls you make with

your card* • The AT&T Calling Card. It's the best route to wherever you're going.

Call more, save more with an AT&T Calling Card.
Call 1800 654-0471, Ext. 5915.
•

The truth was that he got a little too "well-oiled" last night.

'ssr?:Satan offem
— one

Alarms
A fire alarm was activated at Ritter HouseSunday night This past week, officers
responded to three security alarms and four emergency phone activations.

Rubes®

Ki farts-

Speaker: Kan

Vandalism
Profanity was found scratched on a students vehicle parked in lot #11 (rear of
Cowell Health Center) Sunday morning.

Arrests
Public Safety officers arrested a subject responsible for a hit and run accident at
Manchester and Brookside Thursday. Three subjects found driving under the
influence of alcohol and a subject wanted for outstanding warrants were also
arrested this week.

eo«cer., r

Jttn°s2ari

Burglary
Maintenance equipment was reportedly removed from the Classroom Building on
Friday Morning.

Accidents
A blue 1985 Nissan pickup was struck by a hit and run driver while it was parked
in lot #7 (behind the fraternities) Wednesday night On Monday evening, a driver
mistakenly stepped on the gas instead of the brake, causing her car to collide with
a parked vehicle and a wooden bench on Campus Way.
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Pacific Crime Summary
: Assault
• A student was assaulted Monday afternoon outside of Khoury Hall by a subject who
was disturbed about his association with a girlfriend.

sto<*ton

$30

wof<h o, AT&T Lon9 Distance Calls with your AT&T Card per quarter. Calls covered by special AT&T

pricing plans are not included.
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Video Releases

he gap in ^ cultural v°id
y aveiiy kiocnman
ever widening in
Entertainment Fn;«»r
Stockton when Craig
fi decided to do something
J™"" f0"®- Stf*1 also cartes a
if you are at all familiar with great select,on of teas, including
Cisco (where Fredericks was
u °°l0n8'
% you know there is a cafe' on
f !' very street comer- Along with a
e
estors and a lot of determination
> We like our affiliation with U.O.P.,
tied the cafe' cluttered streets of it s nice having young people hanging
^Francisco and came up with their around." Says Jacobson on the current
concept for a cafe' in Stockton. flow of University students who study
y nCics and company took the best
and socialize atSafari.It seems, however,
Jfrom the many coffee houses they that some students lack the know all
^ brought them all together to concerning peak hours. If you are
^0nefabulous establishment, Safari studying at a table for 4 with your books
sprawled out and there are people waiting
Safari is a bright, clean, and friendly for seats be the gracious one and move to
pthat servesincredibly good coffee. a smaller table or share with other
SJ interior is fairly modem with students. This way everyone gets to
filiating fans, black cafe' chairs and enjoy the relaxing and quiet atmosphere.
to and brass fixtures, but it also has Peakhours areusually between8:30p.m.
»arm, cozYfeel to it. Manager Michael and 11p.m.,Weekday through Saturday.
-obsondescribes Safari as, "...having The cafe' is open 6a.m. - midnight,
abiance and a casual relaxing Monday through Friday and 7:30 midnight both Saturday and Sunday.
Safari offers one of the widest
Safari has a patio for when the nights
(lections of coffees in the area. With and afternoons become wanner and
_ torn New Guinea, Colombia, roughly twenty tables inside. There is no
„ith America, Sumatra, Java, smoking inside the cafe', but it is
and elsewhere, Safari makes permitted on the patio. They offer a full
air choices almost limitless.
selection of coffees, teas, espresso,
Jacobson says the House (Safari) cappuccino, and Italian sodas. You can
lend, the Mocha Java blend, their also enjoy small salads, soups,
fetich Roast and some of the flavored sandwiches, pastas, fresh baked cookies,
iffees aresome of the best selling. The pies, cakes and pastries. It is located on
Coffee blend as well as the Match Lane next to El Torito. Go on,
jocolate are favorites among the live on the wild side, try a taste of Safari.
was
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Stepping Out In March

What To Rent
% Leslie Peddicord
Guest Writer
REGARDING HENRY
A heartwarming story of a cut-throat
corporate lawyer and his society wife
who have fallen out of love. Henry is
the innocent victim of a drug store
shooting. He loses his memory, but
regains his life. Learning to love all
over again and realizing what his life
is truly aboutmakes this film a favorite
for many. Starring, Harrison Ford and
Annette Benning.
GROSS ANATOMY
A film about the trials, struggles, and
stress 5 students go through in their
first year in medical school. Matthew
Modine plays a student to whom
everything comes easy; studying,love
and loss. Daphne Zuniga plays his
somewhat resistant love interest and
fellow lab partner. It is not quite as
depressing as some may think and it
carries a lighter tone to it than most
films about the struggles of medical
school and life.
SILENCE OF THE LAMBS
If I even need to explain this movie to
you then your a lost cause.
It revolves around a female officer

Conservatory

in the FBI Academy who gets put on
the case to help find out the next move
of a hideous serial killer. Anthony
Hopkins plays the terribly frightening
Dr. Hannible Lechter, a serial killer
himself who may hold the only link to
the case. Jodie Foster plays the FBI
officer in this psychological thriller.

March 6th: Symphonic Wind Ensemble & University Concert Band
with William Whitesides, tenor, & Carol Hayes Tucker, Piano.
Friday, 8 p.m., Faye Spanos Concert Hall. Free

GREEN CARD
A very funny movie starring Andie
MacDowall and Gerard Depardieu. It
happens that this French composer
needs a green card to stay in the country
and Andie MacDowall happens to be
in the wrong place at the right time.
She and Depardieu get married,
thinking they will never have to see
each other again until the government
steps in and checks in on them to
make sure they are actually living
together. The rest is what makes this
movie so likable. A definite to rent.

Through March 6th: Student exhibition. Finest works done
by UOP students will be shown in gallery.

HE SAID...SHE SAID
One of the funniest movies I have
seen in a long time. Starring Kevin
Bacon and Elizabeth Perkins, this
movie goes through the up and down
relationship of this couple and sees
both sides of it. Written by a man and
a woman, HE SakL.She Said gives
both sides to an age old argument.

March 10th: Frank Wiens, Piano.
Tuesday, 8 p.m„ Faye Spanos Concert Hall. Free

COP Gallery

Campus Theater

March 7: America Becoming
March 8: Thank-You and Goodnight
March 9: Parting Glances
March 10-11: Killing Fields
March 11: Speaking Through Walls
Stockton Rocks

March 6th: Molly Hatchet. Doors open at 8:30 pm.
$10 in advance, $13 at the door.

Rock 'N Rhett Butler & KPAC
will be broadcasting live from the
UC patio Thursday March 5 from
12 p.m. to 2 p.m. We will be giving

Next week's World On Wednesday...

away CDs, KPAC squeezer bottles,

Troubled Ireland

& tickets to WWF wrestling!

Speaker: Kara Brewer, Director of Planned Gifts; UOP Chairmen of American Conference for Irish Studies

March 11

12:30 p.m.

Bechtel Center
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Sometimes to do your best woik,
a]l you need is a change of scenery

t's the least

And now,

The new Apple' Macintosh* PowerBook- computers
giveyou tetota,»
work anywhere you want, any
time you want.

make with

run for up to three hours

,

k b

„ powerful

^ gMB of memory and

^adntosh and MS-DOS formatted disks—

writeno

allowing you to exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer. Add SoftPC and
you can run MS-DOS programs, too.
With built-in AppleTalk® Remote Access software
and a modem, you can use a PowerBook to retrieve
files from your project partner's Macintosh without
leaving the library. Or log on to the library computer
without leaving your room.
There are three models from which to choose:
the PowerBook 100 is the lightest, most affordable
PowerBook, the PowerBook 140 offers higher

performance and a built-in Apple SuperDrive disk drive,
and the PowerBook 170 is the highest-performance
PowerBook. All three offer bright, adjustable backlit
screens and the simplicity of Apple's latest system
software innovation—System 7. And their ergonomic,
all-in-one design makes'them comfortable to useno matter where you do your best work.
See the PowerBook computers at our place today,
and while you're in, be sure to ask us for details about
the Apple Computer Loan.
There's no telling where a PowerBook could
take you.

It's the next thing.

ture goi na
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

at&t

Books... and a whole lot more!

Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

e trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corpotadott, SoftPC Is a registered tradematk of Insignia Solutions, inc. This ad was created using Macintosh comptitets
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Tigers in action at a recent game on the road.

Club Rugby Thrashes Santa Cruz
By Chris Matthews
StaffWriter

UOP's Gub Rugby Team won its
firstmatchofthe spring season Saturday
in a 42-0 slaughter over UC Santa Cruz.
The win upped Pacific's overall record
to three wins and five losses, an
unthinkable mark for a fust year rugby
program.
Saturday marked the first match in
which Pacific's forward pack played in
synch with the fullbacks. With Thor
"Headbutt" Harrison, Troy Wood and
Shawn Price mowing down Santa Cruz
attackers and giving Pacific possession
most of the match, UOP's backs finally
got a chance to display their blazing

speed. Oscar Mesa and Brian Weinrich
electrified even Santa Cruz fans with
their ballhandling and evasive running
as they scored three tries apiece. Shawn
Price,enjoyingarelaxinggameatoutside
center, chimed in with a try of his own as
he broke six tackles and rambled past
the try line.
Playing fly half for the Tigers was
Ron Hurst, a rugger with years of
experience including international
matches. Hurst scored a try and assisted
on three others while adding his timely
passing and hard-nose leadership.
Turning in their standard solid
performances were Eric Nielsen, Tim
Metcalf and Troy Wood. Nielsen added
to the scoring with a forty-five meter

kick for points into a gusting wind.
Not to be outdone by anyone, 300lb.
Thor Harrison crushed Santa Cruz
opposition throughout the match and
surprised them with his speed as he
assisted on four tries. Chris Mathews
added tenpoints on conversions, raising
his team leading point total to twentyfour.
Surprising efforts by younger players
were turned in by Matt Gallagher, Nahn
Tran, Chris Angelica, ClintFleener, and
Chris Saunders.
The Tigers will resume action this
coming Saturday vs The University of
San Francisco at 1 pm. Special thanks
to the Pacific supporters who
accompanied us to Santa Cruz.

By Allie McHugh
Sports Editor
The University of the Pacific Baseball
team is hoping to get bade on the winning
trade Last weekend, Pacific traveled to
Nevada-Reno to take part in die Nevada
Tournament. The Tigers needed to start
hitting better, if they weregoing to win the
weekend invitationaL UOP went 1-2 for
the weekend and the Pacific is starting to
Wend into a good hitting team.
In the first game, the Tigers pounded
Lewis and dark College 10-5. Keith
Johnson went 2 for 5 with fourRBI's and
Jarod Sprouledrove in 3 runs to help pace

theTigerattack.Johnson and Sprouleboth
hit homers and 5 different players in the
lineup had at least 2 hits for the Tigers.
Larry Shenk took the win for UOP as he
pitched 7 plus innings and EverettRussell
relieved Shenk to close up the win for the
Tigers.
On Saturday,UOPlostaclosegameto
hostNevada9-7. ChipSell was incrediWe
for foe Tigers to say theleast He went 4
for 4 and had five RBI's. Sell, theleadoff
man, had 2 doubles, and foe 6, 7 and 8
batters in thelineup scored5 runs that built
a Pacific lead.
Nevada scored 5 runs in the 7th inning

>

to win foe game and bumped UOP out of
the tournament final The Tigers went to
foe consolation game against Lewis and
Clark.
Pacific was down 6-0 at foe end of foe
third inning before losing 6-3. Bill
McGowan started for UOP and gave up 5
runsand5 hits. Hewas relieved byStockton
native Butch Cain. Cain pitched 6 strong
innings, givingonly 2 hits and allowing no
runs.
The Tiger offense faltered in foe last
game of the weekend, as they were wily
able to get 4 hits. Eric Sterz had 2 hits for
Pacific while Chip Sell and Ron Barber
each had an RBL

^

^

32 Pacific Ave.
3202

ChineseCuisine

PHYSICAL/OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY AIDES
Rewarding full and part-time positions available
for PT/OT students in our Manteca geriatric/rehab
program.
We offer excellent salaries and benefits.
For further information, please contact Lada Dudewicz
ALTA THERAPIES
1-800-444-9610

field there will many familiar names.
Bobby Knight should lead his team to a
very high seeding, as the team has had
someveiybigwilKthelastonebangawTn
atOhioState. The Buckeyesof Ohio State,
along with Michigan, Illinois aid Iowa
will all probably represent foe Big Ten in
foe tournament.
In the Big East, there are many strong
teams vying for foe number one seed.
Syracuse has beat ahuge surprise this year
under Coach of the Year candidate Jim
Beheim. Georgetown, led by Alonzo
Mourning, is playing well again this year
and got a big late season win against
Syracuse. Seton Hall, Connecticut and St.
John's should round up the Big East teams
entered into the Championship.
Thereare threeteams from theeast who
are playing very goodbasketball late in the
seasoa The University of Massachusetts
is24-4andhaswonsixteengamesinarow,
the second longest winning streak behind
UNLV. U Mass will be tough in the
tournament and many teams should be
careful with this talented strong team. Hie
last two teams are from the University of
Maryland, andNotre Dame. Maryland has
won some big games this year, foe last one
was last Sunday when they beat North
Carolina. Remember, this is a team that
only lostby two to Dukeearlierthisseason.
The Irishmenare ridingonanicecrest right
now, as the they beat UCLA last week.
Notre Dame needs to win foe rest of their
games if they are to have a chance ofbeing
chosen.
The North Carolina Tar Heels know
they have the talent to win it all. Dean
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Offer expires 3/12/1992

• SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE
• EURAIL ISSUED ON THE SPOT
• FLY INTO ONE CITY AND
OUT ANOTHER
• ISIC CARDS /
AYH MEMBERSHIP
• ADVICE FROM THE EXPERTS

120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

415*391*8407

166 GEARY ST. #702
SAN FRANCISCO
CA 94108

Store
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82 SHATTUCK SQ.
BERKELEY
CA 94704
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Lute Olson should haveJ*
rake anyone who may stand m their way.

henyou think aboudhemonth
of March, what comes to
mind? There is only one thing that should
go through your mind and that is the start of
college basketball's March Madness. For
the next month, tournaments will be going
onto determine who are the worthy teams
that will go to foe NCAA Basketball
Tournament. The field is 64 teams, who
are put into four groups of sixteen. After
theteamsareselected, games will be played
to determine who will represent the group
in foe FinalFour. The tournament this year
promises to be a great one because there
have been many upsets and many surprise
teams this year in college basketball.
When the selection process begins, the
selectors look at teams thathave very good
records. The favorite to beat this year has
to be the Duke Blue Devils. The team has
been number one for 16 straight weeks,
and last Sunday, Duke went into Pauley
Pavilion and beat UCLA.The Blue Devils
are pethaps better than they were last year
and with a healthy Bobby Hurley they
should go far. Lasdy, Duke shows it can
winthebiggames. The winagainst UCLA,
without Grant Hill,showed that Christian
Laettner and Hurley, along with Thomas
Hill are ready to pick upslack and get this
team a number one seeding in the
tournament.
The Blue Devils did beat a very good
UCLA team.The Bruins are lead by Don
MacLean, the all-time UCLA leading
scorer.TracyMurrayaveragesovertwenty
points a game. Former coach of UCLA
John Wooden, thinks that this team could
win foe NationalTitle and the team knows
they have the talent todo it Their last big
gameoftheyearis against Arizona.UCLA
wantstobenumberoneintheWestregional,
and if they beat Arizona, they should be
assured that spot. If not, the Wildcats may
beseeded numberoneinfoeWestBracket
Arizona lead by Shawn Rocks and Matt
Ofoickcouldhave achanceofgetting tofoe
Final Fourif they stay healthy. Head Coach

Tigers Struggle To Get Back On TVack

By Allie McHugh, Sports
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played well togetherallyear,

1. The Conglomerate
2. World Hoops
3. Price-a-roni
Women
1. GLOB
2. The Boobs
3. Basketease
Napoleon A
1. Island Style
2.FabPhive
3. Backyard Bailers
Napoleon B
1. Velvet Touch
2. Just Do It
3. Sonic Boom
SOCCER: League play was scheduled to
start yesterday. There are 7 Men teams and
6 Co-Rec teams.League play willcontinue
through the aid of March.
SOFTBALL: Entries are now open for
Co-Rec A & B, Women's, and Mai's
A,B,C divisions. The Men A division will
place 10 men on the field including a
pitcher. The season will begin after spring
break. Entries are $25 and are due March
12th with the captains meeting on March
17th.
BADMINTON: Friday March 13th at
4:30p.m. Entries arenow opoi and are due
Wed March 11 at p.m. Entries are $3 per
singles player and $5 per doubles team.

The UOP Softball team had a very
tough weekend. The Lady Tigers went to
Berkeley to face the nationally ranked
California The 2 teams had played in the
University of Arizona Tournament, with
Cal getting the wire
Cal swept a double-header from the
Tigers, winning 3-0 and 4-0 respectively.
The Tigeis were struggling at the plate, as
they were only able to muster 3 hits in the
2 games. Chariene Hommerding took the
loss for Pacific as her record fell to 0-2. In
the second game, Lea Lopez pitched for
UOP and could not hold off CaL Her
record fell to 2-4. The Lady Tigers return
toOakParicthis weekend, tofaceUniversity
of Hawaii.

126TS Defeat Anteaters

Swimming
The 1992 Big West Swimming
Championships marked the end of the
Women's Swimming seasoa The meet
saw thefinal appearances by three seniors
on the UOP squad. Lori Sanchez closed
outherPacificcareerverywelLSheplaced

®y Amundson added 17 points,
fW-pointeis. UOPwas61.7%

By Geoff Miller
Staff Writer
The University of Pacific Women's
Basketball team earned back to backleague
victories on the road. Last Thursday, the
Lady Tigers won70-69 at Fullerton State,
then turned around and crashed UC-Irvine
6547.
Die Tigers, now 11-14 and 9-7 in
Conference, lead26-20at halftime needed
some momentum. The Anteaters, 5-21
and 1-16 in conference, went ahead 20-19
with three minutes left in the firet half,

WWF Comes To Spanos Center

WORID WRESTLING

JENSEN JS9100

Auto Reverse Cassette
24 Station Memory
Auto Station Store
Station Scan
Power Antenna Lead £
Built in Amp

6-Man Tag Team Match.

THE BUSHWHACKERS & BRET HITMAN HART
vs. THE NASTY BOYS & THE MOUNTIE
• • • • •
• •VIRGIL vs. "THE MODEL RICK MARTEL •
• BRITISH BULLDOG vs. I.R.S. •
plus 2 other exciting matches"

tun
IVn MMbnn*(MM TttmrnMin

Ticket, on sale at the Pacific Box Otflce (209) 946-2474
on the campus ot UOP, and at all BASS/TM locations.
Watch "WWF Superstars of Wrestling" Saturdays at 11 am on KRBK-Ch. 31.
Watch "WWF Wrestling Challenge* Sundays at 11 am on KRBK-Ch. 31.
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tournament that is taking place in Long
Beach. Despite the win,UOPj^3^
in 7th place in the Big West standing.
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MAXON PAGER

CARMELITES
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STOCKTON ST0RI

NOW OPEN

• MINWTRY

CONTACT —

2/3's of all profits from "Rock The First" sales will go to a
special fund to encourage voter registration & education!

Your vote is your voice...
let it be heard-register & vote

COMPACT DISCS

9.99
CASSETTES
5.99

each

each

• CELLULAR PHONES * PAGERS
- SONY • JENSEN • PIONEER sJVC
•EARTHQUAKE • SHERWOOD
• REDUNE BLAUPUNKT
MANY OTHER TOP OA YHi UNE MANM

FGA CAR AUDIO
, 122 N CHEROKEE, LODI

j.u 339-0545 rax 339-1520
O

F F£

P>ZZA

PASTA $ SANDWICHES
r-A 95207 • 209/957 *415
4415 Pacific Avenue * Stocktoa^^^

• Only1
Students

Combat those who are demanding
censorship of your music & lyrics!

462-6002

Tucson,

large Pepperoni Pis*® ^

THE FIRST!

GRAND OPINING UltBRAIlON WON
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1420 E. HARDING WAV.
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Fr. Thomas Jordan, O. Carm.
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Thursday March 5th
third in the 50 free, seventh in the 100 free
Men's Basketball vs. Long Beach State at Spanos Center 7:30 p.m.
and 16th in the 200 free. Shelley Phillips
Men's Tennis vs. Santa Clara at Tennis Courts
2 p.m.
broke a Pacific record in the 100 meter
Friday March 6th
backstroke, with a time of59.03 seconds.
Baseball at San Jose State (Through 3/8)
2:30 p.m.
She alsoplaced ninth in the200backstroke.
Softball
vs.
Hawaii
at
Oak
Park
4 p.m.
Team CaptainGina Anderson finished her
Women's
Tennis
vs
Cal-Poly
at
Tennis
Courts
2 p.m.
senior year at UOP with an eighth {Mace
Men's
Volleyball
at
San
Jose
State
7:30
p.m.
finish in the 100 meter backstroke and a
Saturday
March
7th
ninth place finish in the 200 backstroke.
Lacrosse vs. Cal-Poly
1 p.m.
Overall, theTigers finished fifthoverall
Rugby
vs.
University
of
San
Francisco
1
p.m.
in the Championships. Freshman Christy
Softball
vs.
Hawaii
at
Oak
Paik
1
p.m.
Dalonzo led Pacific, taking the
Men's
Volleyball
at
UC
Davis
7:30
p.m.
championship in the 100 meter freestyle
Sunday
March
8th
andsecondplaceinthe200meterfreestyle.
Men's Basketball vs. UC Santa Barbara at Spanos Center 2 p.m.
She established new Pacific records in the
Women's Basketball vs. Fresno State at Spanos Center
5 p.m.
500 and 200 meter freestyles and helped
Lacrosse
vs.
St.
Mary's
1 p.m.
the 200 and 400 meter freestyle relays set
Tuesday
March
9th
new school records. The Tigers also
Men's Tainis vs. San Jose State at Tennis Courts
1:30 p.m.
benefited from theswimmingofsophomore
Melissa Pugh. She broke her own school
record in the200meterbutterflyandplaced
fourth in the event. Pugh had atotalof26.5
points, while Lori Sanchez added 29.
Just when you thought it was safe to enter the Spanos Center, think again. On
Christy Dalonzo led the team with 51 Wednesday March life, fee Worid Wrestling Federation willcome to Stockton for fee
points and showed that she is ready to first time in 3 years. The event beginsat 7:30p.m. and there are 6matches on tap for fee
conquertheBig West afleravery impressive evening.
For the main event Randy "Macho Man" Savage will take on Jake "The Snake"
freshman year.
Roberts inside a steel cage. Also Stockton fans will get to see a 6 man tag team. The
Bushwhackers team up wife Bret "Hitman" Hart to take on the Nasty Boys and The
Mountie.
Tickets are available right now at the Pacific Box Office for$16, $13 and $10each.
before UOP went on a 9-0 scoring run.
Ticketscan also be purchased at all BASS/Ticketm asteroutlets. If youneedtobut tickets
The Lady Tigers outscored UC-Irvine at fee door, they will be on sale fee day of theevent only.
27-13 in the final ten minutes, wife Tine
Freil leading the way wife 10 of her 18
points in feat stretch. NatashaNorrisledall
WEDNESDAY
WW®
STOCKTON'S
scorers wife 23 points and had a game high
MARCH 11th - 7:30 PM
ALEX G. SPANOS CENTER
Don't miss the return of the WWF to Stockton at the University of Pacific
15 rebounds. Norris also added six assists.
Jacldyn O'Connor added 13 points forthe
STEEL CAGE MATCH!!
Lady Tigers, going 3-fbr-3 from three
"MACHO MAN" RANDY SAVAGE
point land.
vs. JAKE "THE SNAKE" ROBERTS
The Lady Tigeis finish fee regular
season wife two home games. Tuesday
night they face San Jose State and Sunday,
they faceFresnoState at theSpanosCenter.

Lady Tigers Triumphant

teveTbSf
iSI M McDonald
from An field, making if their second
ter
61^
a coach/genius in Mike iy"
best shooting game
, Duke will prevail and winlie danced scoring attack and a good lead by six at the half40-36. After that
mmdeffort was enough to give the they wereupby as much as 18 when the
Men's Basketball team a 79-66 score was 65-47
Demps played a great all-around
tiyoverUC-Irvine.
game,
not only did hehave 22 points but
£ Tigers now 11-14 and 7-9 in the
Vest had four players scoring in he also had eight assists and seven
Me figures. The win at the Bren rebounds.
Thiskindofperformancedidn'tcome
b Center was the second road win
too
soon. The Tigers have two games
t year for Pacific.
^ hemps lead UOP with 22 points remaining. They play Long Beach State
H a fabulous 8-9 from the field, and Santa Barbara, both at home.
"•yLavenderalsohad animpressive Hopefully they can wrap up e season
•®agegoing7-7 from thefield with on a high note with a home stand sweep
Points. He also grabbed seven
so they can get pnmed for the Big West
funds.

Tiger Tracks

Hours:
Mon~Fri 6am-midnite
Sat & Sun 7:30-midnite
*On premise cofee Roasting
*Espresso/Tea Bar
•Sandwiches,Soup, Salads, Desserts
•Coffee/Tea Accessories
•Gifts

March Lane #101 • Stockton, CA 95207 • (209)474-8678
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FEATURING THE GREATEST HITS FROM THESE ARTISTSI
VOLUME ONE: The Power Station, Robert Palmer, Run-D.M.C., Fine Young Cannibals,
Bananarama, Bobby Brown, Belinda Carlisle, Crowded House, Robbie Nevil &
David Lee Roth.
,
VOLUME TWO: Bon Jovi, Jon Bon Jovi, Billy Squier, Great White, The Fabulous
Thunderbirds, Stevie Ray Vaughn And Double Trouble, Glenn Frey, Duran Duran,
Steve Winwood & R.E.M.
VOLUME THREE: Paula Abdul, Technotronic, Jody Watley, Men Without Hats, Devo,
The Escape Club, Young M.C., Roxette, Laura Branigan & Expose.
VOLUME FOUR: Red Hot Chili Peppers, Vixen, The Who, The Tubes, Wall Ot Voodoo,
The Clash, Concrete Blonde, Scandal, Stray Cats & Blondie.
VOLUME FIVE: Tina Turner. John Waite, Arcadia, Sheriff, Berlin, The Dream Academy,
Poison, Richard Marx, The Motels & Dan Hartman.
„....
VOLUME SIX: Taylor Dayne, ABC, Aretha Franklin, Roxette, The Bangles, Kim wnae,
The Fixx, Men At Work, Tone-Loc & Bobby McFerrin.

mm ns\n
OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY!

VIDEO SALES
& RENTALSl

STOCKTON

SALE ENDS 3/10192

6623 Pacific Avenue, Lincoln Village ra«^Ho!m5358H.
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(Continued from page 4)

rid of the Rat, put new colors in the
Summit, and remodel the dining halls.
What I want to know is if right now
there is a committee discussing what
changes are to be made in the area of
physical plant Are we all being kept in
the dark until it's too late? The past is a
great teacher and history tends to repeat
itself. The students of UOP cannot
allow the University to get rid ofPhysical
Plant workers to "save a few dollars"
without the consensus of the student
body.
When ARA came, a famous quote
was "only time will tell whether or not
they can live up to their promises."
Well, I don't want to be given any
promises from acompany I do not know.
I do not want the University tomake any
secret changes without our complete
knowledge. IthinkthequalityofPhysical
Plant is great right now. Why do we
need to change it?
I know that in a capitalist society, to
have good quality work done a person
must be paid more. I think we can
tighten other more wasteful areas if we
want to save money. I implore the
President to leave Physical Plant the
way it is and search for other ways to
balance the budget
Scott Franklin

5 Bedroon, 4 Bath house, 2900 square
feet, across from UOP Stadium, 5
garages, no more than 6 adults, lease,
$1500 month, call 477-1234.

The boy and girl were given a piece
of paper that said they were bad people
and their tickets were taken away. They
had to find an attendant and give him the
paper so that they could go through the
gate but also that they were bad people.
The boy feltthatthis was an unnecessarily
embarrassing procedure as he rode back
to Wivenhoe from the Colchester train
station in the car of the crazy man with
the guitars that had picked them up after
two miles of walking in the snow. He
was sure that everyone working that
night already knew that he was evil
because there were at least a hundred of
them looking athim on their little screen,
right.
Someday I'll go back. Just scratching
the surface of my encounters has made
me sentimental and pathetic...I won't
even mention what happened when I
tried to find the hospital and got on the
wrong bus with the bus driver that I had
pissed off the day before because I had
thought he was going somewhere
else...again.

COP Department Outstanding Seniors
were awarded as follows: Julie Beeler, Art,
AaronSchneir, BiologicalSciences; Kristm
Wash, Communication; Jill Hernandez,
Communicative Disorders; Chin Peng
Guok,ComputerScience;LisaTownsend,
Drama and Dance; John Seabreeze,
Economics; Muriel Fish, English; Jamie
Mills, History; Paul Widmer,Mathematics;
Jill Heath, Modern Language and
Literature;SuziIshikawa,PoliticalScience;
Charlotte Soeeberg, Psychology; Michael
Traina, Religious Studies; Jennifer Horan,
Sociology and Anthropology, and Danielle
Rose, Sports Sciences.

Pi

(Continued from page 4j

That was a particularly
(c^w^/»««'>genfleman
conversation forme. What
represents
^
slavery was a of students! I also din^
delicious delicaciesin y0llr
with my favorite UOP ^
Deiphouse. Love you, Shan?,
TTv, imp likrorv. -re ^
•roe
UOP libra, affo^
uninterrupted hoursofneseaith
of personal and professional
retreat on the topic, "What ittfl
Christian man in today's woiy>
not say that we can't fly the
All in all die opportunity to
flag,as that wouldbeaviolationofourFirst
week on your campus wasor* 0[
Amendment ri^its."
At„hlpv
experiencesI have had in yea^ [
Despite the misunderstanding, Ate y
even more enthusiastic suppo^
planstomeet with Archaruarepresenlahves
inmy church and community th,,
later this week to discuss the incident
82, Issue H
Rev.ThomasandeveryoreW|jj
Ttte
\oto
stay so enjoyable.
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Rev. JohnMt
Ukaih United Method^

Send your
letters to the editor
to "The Pacifican,
Third Floor, Hand Hall

FIRST CLASS
DINING AT
SHERWOOD
MALL
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(Continued from page 2)

stared into the crowd scanning with her
evil "not-a-child" radar. The train came.
The boy and girl entered and sat down.
They sighed a sigh of relief as the doors
whoooshed shut and the disembodied
voice stopped repeating "MIND THE
GAP".
The train pulled out of the tube station.
The doors connecting the next
compartment opened and the fully
transformed Terminator metallically
(with all of the correct sound effects to
be inserted here) entered and focused on
the boy and girl.
"How old are you?" the SheTerminator asked the boy.
"Sixteen" he replied, because it had
worked before and because in America
16 means something.
"You still have to pay full price—
give me 60p."
"okay" said the boy, and he gave her
his last 60p (so did the girl) Nightmares
of living the rest of his life in a foreign
jail haunted him from Cross Cultural
Training, what else was he to do?

For Rent
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well as the following weekcanfe1 Ivfissilesto 1
up at the Presidents office White Hoi
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This evening treat your entire family to the food they love
best... The Eatery at Sherwood Mall has a restaurant for everyone!
Choose from Chinese food, Mexican food, gourmet foods, tradi
tional American foods, Italian foods and more.

SAVE 15% FEB. HTH THRU APRIL 30T

F

15%

THE

"71

WHEN (/ YOU FTAVE DINNER
AT THE EATERY

THE

The restaurants of the Sherwood Mall Eatery are offering this 15% off coupon,
good off any dinner order that exceeds $5.00 total. One Refund Per Family.

jo^ s

COUPON VALID AT THESE RESTAURANTS ONLY:
-Le Spud
/0T
-Jalapeno's
-Sbarro's

m

-Wok Express
-Dog On A Stick
-A&W Hot Dogs
-La Boulangerie

SHERWOOD
MALL
Located At Pacific Ave. &. Robinhood

able. For Employment Program cat) I
1-206-545-4155 ext. C 304

C;

COUPON VALID MON.-FRI. 4:00PM TO CLOSING L_J

RALLY!!
THE
UNION EMPLOYEES

UOP
STUDENTS, FACULTY, FRIENDS
AND FAMILY
WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT
ON MARCH 7th 10:00 am,
IN FRONT OF THE
PRESIDENT'S HOUSE

_

(This is a paid advertise^"'
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